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Abstract

Depth-from-focus (DFF) is a technique that infers depth
using the focus change of a camera. In this work, we pro-
pose a convolutional neural network (CNN) to find the best-
focused pixels in a focal stack and infer depth from the fo-
cus estimation. The key innovation of the network is the
novel deep differential focus volume (DFV). By computing
the first-order derivative with the stacked features over dif-
ferent focal distances, DFV is able to capture both the fo-
cus and context information for focus analysis. Besides, we
also introduce a probability regression mechanism for focus
estimation to handle sparsely sampled focal stacks and pro-
vide uncertainty estimation to the final prediction. Compre-
hensive experiments demonstrate that the proposed model
achieves state-of-the-art performance on multiple datasets
with good generalizability and fast speed.

1. Introduction
Recovering depth using a single RGB camera is a crit-

ical problem in 3D vision. Many applications can benefit
from this technique, including 3D reconstruction, virtual
and augmented reality, and image editing. In the litera-
ture, various cues have been explored to tackle the prob-
lem, such as focus [33], ego-motion [40], and structured-
light patterns [3]. But cues like ego-motion and structured-
light patterns require either extra motion or additional de-
vices, which limit their applications on smart devices and
hand-held cameras. In contrast, the focus (or defocus) cue
is what we can gain almost for “free.” To capture a well-
focused image, many digital cameras rapidly sweep a focal
plane in its focus range, resulting in a series of images (i.e.,
a focal stack) with different focal distances. A pioneering
work [45] has shown that depth can be inferred from focal
stacks taken by a mobile phone.

Image context is another “free” cue we can get from pic-
tures. Based on it, a series of works [9, 11, 35, 36] have
shown the ability to infer depth from a single image. But
it is still a challenge to generalize these single-view meth-
ods to unknown scenes. Plus, due to the scale ambiguity,

one cannot estimate the absolute depth from a single image
without scene priors, even if the camera is well-calibrated.

In this work, we utilize both the focus and context cues
and develop a deep depth-from-focus (DFF) network for fo-
cus analysis and depth inference. We prefer DFF over the
other focus-based technique, namely depth-from-defocus
(DFD), because of its generalizability. For DFD, a math-
ematical model between the depth and the defocus pattern
needs to be established. These methods commonly assume
the object point is centralized at a small plane and the point
spread function (PSF) follows a certain distribution [25].
But such assumptions may not hold in real-world scenarios.
DFF only assumes there is one and only one best-focused
frame for a pixel in a focal stack, which is guaranteed in
theory [39] for thin lens cameras if the sampling focal dis-
tances are dense enough. The focal distance of the best-
focused frame can serve as the pixel depth estimation.

Several major challenges still exist in DFF. The first one
is the focus measure design. A large number of focus mea-
sures have been proposed, but none of them is perfect in the
wild environment [34]. The second one is regarding tex-
tureless regions. As the responses to focus measures stay
low in textureless regions, the context information has to be
used to infer the focus status [4, 10]. The third one is the
high sampling frequency requirement. In theory, for an ob-
ject point falls into the depth of field of a camera, there must
be one sharpest pixel in the focal sweep. But it may not be
visible if the sampling frequency is low. Thus, many tra-
ditional DFF methods [29, 44] take tens of frames as input,
which limits their running speed.

To overcome these challenges, we propose to learn a
deep focus measure with the convolutional neural network
(CNN). The global information embedded in the deep fea-
tures extracted by the CNN can help focus analysis in tex-
tureless regions. Further, the focus status is represented as
a probability distribution of the best-focused pixels, which
can be learned from a limited number of frames. Note that
earlier works [6, 13, 47] have also tried to tackle the DFF
problem with CNN. But their networks are adopted from
either the general dense prediction tasks [6,13] or the video
representation task [47], not specifically designed for DFF.
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Our network is inspired by the close relationship be-
tween stereo matching and DFF [22,39] and the recent suc-
cess of deep stereo matching [5, 26, 50]. The network em-
ploys a 2D CNN to learn the deep focus and context repre-
sentations, stacks them into 4D focus volumes (FVs), and
computes the differences in their frame dimension to build
deep differential focus volumes (DFVs). The DFVs are later
processed by a 3D CNN to predict the best-focused proba-
bility of pixels. The probabilistic prediction helps locate the
best-focused frames for pixels even if they are not visible
in the focal stack, thus decreasing the required focal stack
size. Finally, the depth estimation is obtained by probabil-
ity regression. Our pipeline is analogous to traditional FV-
based DFF approaches [10, 24, 44], which first compute the
in-focus score using hand-crafted measures and then aggre-
gate the score volume to obtain the final focus analysis for
depth estimation. Besides depth prediction, our model also
provides an uncertainty estimation that shows the reliability
of the prediction. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first work that introduces the deep 4D focus volume to DFF.

We have conducted comprehensive experiments to eval-
uate our method on both synthetic and real-world datasets.
Our method achieves state-of-the-art performance while
consuming a small number of frames (e.g., five) per fo-
cal stack, outperforming all DFF and DFD baselines. Our
method also generalizes well to unknown scenes without
fine-tuning. Further, the model runs at about 18.2 ms/stack
with 256 × 256 input resolution and about 33.3 ms/stack
with 383 × 552 input resolution on an NVIDIA 1080Ti
GPU, making it suitable for potential real-time applications.

2. Related Works
Depth-from-Focus (DFF). DFF is also known as shape-
from-focus. Due to physical constraints, most cameras can
only capture a clear image of objects in a certain range
called depth of field (DoF). A point outside the range ap-
pears to be blurry and forms a circle of confusion (CoC).
Researchers have been utilizing this phenomenon to infer
depth for a long time [30, 32, 34, 42]. According to the thin
lens model [39], given a densely sampled focal stack, there
must be one and only one best-focused (sharpest) frame for
a pixel. The focal distance of the frame can serve as the
depth estimation of the pixel with the uncertainty of DoF.

In practice, however, if the sample rate of the focal stack
is low, such a frame may not always be visible. There-
fore, traditional DFF methods usually take tens of frames
in a focal stack as input and focus on finding good fo-
cus measures to identify the sharpest pixels. A number
of focus measures have been proposed, including gradient-
based measures [30], Laplacian-based measures [1,31], fre-
quency transformation-based measures [48], and statistic-
based measures [21]. We refer readers to [34] for a compre-
hensive review. More recently, [44] proposes a ring differ-

ence filter measure, [37] combines multiple measures into
a composite, and [29] attempts to solve the noisy predic-
tion with a variational framework. Deep DFF methods are
proposed in [6, 13, 47]. However, [13] and [6] adopt their
network from general dense prediction tasks, and the net-
work of [47] is from a video representation work [2]. None
of them fully considers the specialty of DFF.

Focus Volume and Cost Volume. In DFF, focus volume
(FV) is commonly used to store the “in-focus” score com-
puted by focus measures. Once the FV is built, a naive
approach can take the focal distance of the pixels with the
highest scores as the depth estimation. But such an esti-
mation is likely to be noisy due to the imperfect focus mea-
surements. Thus, most works take the initial FV as features,
and aggregate it with the average filter [16,31], bilateral fil-
ter [41], and guided filter [18] for better depth estimation.

It is worth noting that a similar concept called “cost vol-
ume” is popular in traditional matching tasks, e.g., stereo
matching [38, 51] and optical flow [49], where the match-
ing score rather than the in-focus score is stored and later
aggregated. [44] shows that the traditional cost aggregation
method proposed for stereo matching [51] can be adapted
to aggregate FV in DFF. With the advance in deep learn-
ing, many methods [5,7,8,17,20,26,43,50] build deep cost
volume to incorporate context information and perform cost
aggregation with 2D or 3D CNN to improve the estimation
accuracy. In this work, we show that the core idea of deep
cost volume and deep cost aggregation is also suitable for
DFF. Moreover, we propose a deep differential focus vol-
ume by considering the special characteristics of DFF.

3. Methodology
Figure 1 presents the overall pipeline of our method.

As with [13, 47], we assume the input focal stack is pre-
aligned by optical flow [45], homography [18], or any other
methods. The network first extracts image features using a
shared 2D CNN, and then builds differential focus volumes
by computing the first-order derivative on the stacked fea-
tures. This volume is further processed by a 3D CNN to
predict the best-focused probabilities. Finally, multi-scale
depth predictions are obtained by probability regression.

In the following, we first briefly review the deep cost
volume (Sec. 3.1) and describe the proposed deep focus vol-
ume (Sec. 3.2) and deep differential focus volume (Sec. 3.3)
for the DFF task. Then, we introduce our probability re-
gression and uncertainty estimation approach (Sec. 3.4) and
discuss the implementation details (Sec. 3.5).

3.1. A Brief Review of Deep Cost Volume

Deep cost volume is widely used in stereo matching [5,
26, 28, 50] and optical flow [8, 43, 46] nowadays. Although
the exact implementation varies, there are two main types
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Figure 1. Our multi-scale DFF network. Given an N -frame focal stack with H×W resolution, a shared 2D CNN first processes the frames
to build the 4D FVs, where each layer corresponds to the features from one frame. The volume is then differentiated to obtain the DFVs,
and sent to 3D CNN to predict the focus probabilities. The depth is estimated by the weighted sum in the probability regression, and the
standard deviation is calculated to indicate the prediction uncertainty. The denominator in the feature dimension indicates the resolution
scale of the corresponding level.

of volume designs: 3D cost volume and 4D cost volume.
In both designs, input frames are first processed by a 2D

CNN to extract deep features (feature channel × height ×
width). The main difference is, for 3D cost volume [8, 28],
a hand-crafted similarity measure (e.g., cross-correlation)
is applied to the deep features to generate the cost volume,
whereas for 4D cost volume [5, 26, 50], the deep features
are stacked in a new “disparity” dimension, resulting in a
4D representation (feature channel × disparity × height ×
width). Every index in the disparity dimension represents
a disparity proposal. Another difference is that the 3D cost
volume is aggregated by 2D CNN to directly predict dispar-
ity values, but the 4D volume is followed by 3D CNN to
produce a probability for each proposal. Although the 3D
cost volume involves less computation, the 4D cost volume
has been reported as a better implementation to integrate the
context information and improve the model accuracy.

3.2. Deep Focus Volume

As discussed in Sec. 2, there is a long history of us-
ing focus volume (FV) in DFF. Compared to cost volume
in stereo matching and optical flow, the only difference is
that the FV is used to find the best-focused (sharpest) pixels
rather than the best-matched pairs. Given the two deep cost
volume designs described in Sec. 3.1, we can naturally de-
velop two ways to build the deep FV in a DFF network. On
the one hand, we can construct a 3D FV using hand-crafted
focus measures and process it with 2D CNN to predict best-
focused frames. On the other hand, we can construct a 4D
FV by stacking the features in a new “frame” dimension and
use 3D CNN to produce a probability for each best-focused
frame proposal. As we wish to eliminate the use of hand-
crafted measures, we adopt the latter approach.

Figure 2. Illustration of differential features and normalized fea-
tures. The blue and green colors indicate positive and negative
values, respectively.

With this, our network would be the same as the one in
Figure 1, except that the DFVs are excluded. In Sec. 4,
we demonstrate that this simple approach already achieves
state-of-the-art performance on multiple datasets.

3.3. Deep Differential Focus Volume

Despite the excellent performance of deep FV, we argue
that such a design does not fully utilize the characteristics
of DFF. In theory, in textured regions, DFF does not suffer
from matching ambiguity if the comparing patch is larger
than the widest CoC [32, 39]. This means that if we have
a good focus measure and operate it on a sufficiently large
patch, there is always a single extremum on the pixel’s in-
focus curve, indicating the best-focused status. This is dif-
ferent from stereo matching or optical flow, where a ref-
erence patch may be matched with multiple targets due to
repeated patterns.

We utilize this single extremum and propose the deep
differential focus volume. It is well-known that the gradi-
ent is a good indicator for the single extremum. This is
illustrated in Figure 2. For a single pixel in a 10-frame fo-
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cal stack, we pick the positive in-focus score as the feature.
Sometimes, due to weak texture, the feature magnitude of
the sharpest pixel may not be salient - see the scores of
frames 4 to 8 in the left figure. Consequently, it could be
hard for the network to locate the sharpest pixel. However,
if we take the difference in the feature, the sharpest pixel
will correspond to the zero-crossing, as the middle figure
shows. This is a more significant pattern to distinguish. We
also compare the effect between differential and normaliza-
tion (the right figure). While normalization can enlarge the
relative score gaps, it does not make the sharpest pixel as
prominent as the differential one does.

Therefore, we differentiate the focus volume Q along the
frame dimension to build the differential focus volume:

V i =

{
Qi −Qi+1, i = 1, . . . , N − 1
Qi, i = N

(1)

where i is the index of the frame dimension, and N is the to-
tal number of frames. Note that the first N − 1 dimensions
of V contain the first-order feature derivatives of adjacent
frames, whereas the last dimension is equal to the features
of frame N , containing the original context information.
Thus, the 3D CNN has access to both differential features
and context features for focus analysis. This is important,
especially for textureless regions. Arguably, because of de-
focus, some parts of the last frame may be blurry. But it can
still serve as “context.” As the purpose of the context is to
capture global relationships among image regions, the lack
of certain fine details will not impair its effectiveness. Nev-
ertheless, better ways to gather the context information can
be studied in future work. For example, we may perform
an average pooling or convolution over Q along the frame
dimension to learn context from the entire stack.

According to the universal approximation theorem [15],
the network might be able to eventually learn a similar rep-
resentation by itself. But we believe explicitly introducing
the known prior to the network will help the learning pro-
cess, just as the deep cost volume for the matching tasks.

3.4. Depth Regression and Uncertainty Estimation

Besides textureless regions, the required number of
frames is another issue in classic DFF. Because classic DFF
methods infer the depth by locating the sharpest pixels in a
focal stack, they usually need tens of frames as input. Oth-
erwise, the sharpest pixels may be invisible, and the depth
inference will be inaccurate. In this work, we locate the
sharpest pixel in sub-frame accuracy by learning a proba-
bility distribution.

The final output of our network is a focus probability
volume P , where pij indicates the probability that the pixel
xj in the ith frame is the best-focused. The sum of the
probability of pixel xj is constrained to 1 by softmax ac-
tivation. Thus, the best-focused frame ID of pixel xj is

îj =
∑N

i=1 p
j
i · i. Note, îj can be a float value that indi-

cates the best-focused frame locates between ⌊̂ij⌋ and ⌈̂ij⌉.
Similarly, we can obtain the depth d̂j as

d̂j =

N∑
i=1

pij · li, (2)

where li is the focal distance of the ith frame. If the cam-
era is calibrated, we take the actual value of li. Otherwise,
we assume the frames are sorted with ascending focal dis-
tances and set the distance from 0 to 1. In practice, the
sorting can be achieved by first estimating the up-to-scale
focal distances with the method proposed in [45].

The prediction confidence of the network can be revealed
as the uncertainty Φ. We compute the uncertainty of pixel
xj using the weighted standard deviation:

ϕj =

√√√√ N∑
i=1

pij · (li − d̂j)2. (3)

Besides serving as a confidence indicator, this uncertainty
measure may also be used in scenarios such as multi-task
learning [19] and measurement fusion [52].

3.5. Implementation Details

Our network design is adopted from [50] and optimized
for the DFF task. For the 2D CNN, we employ a ResNet-
18-FPN [23] which is pre-trained on ImageNet. A spatial
pyramid pooling (SPP) [53] module is inserted between the
encoder and decoder to better capture local and global in-
formation. We take the last 4-level features and build four
DFVs at corresponding resolutions. For each DFV, we use
two 3D-ResNet blocks [12] followed by a 3D-SPP for ag-
gregation. A 2-layer 3D convolution is used to predict the
focus probability. The aggregated DFV is also sent to the
next scale level after upsampling and a 3D convolution.
Please refer to our supplementary material for more details.

We implement our model using Pytorch and optimize it
with Adam (β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999) on one NVIDIA
1080Ti GPU for 700 epochs. The batch size is 20, and the
learning rate is 1 × 10−4. Given a training focal stack, we
first randomly select 5 frames and crop them into 224×224
resolution with random-flipping afterward. All the frames
are organized with the ascending focal distance order.

At training time, we take all 4-level outputs and compare
the predicted pixel depth d̂sj with the ground truth depth dsj ,
using a multi-scale smooth L1 loss, L. At test time, we only
output the largest scale (level-1 in Figure 1) focus probabil-
ity volume for depth regression.

L =

4∑
s=1

αs

( 1

M

M∑
j=1

smoothL1
(dsj − d̂sj)

)
, (4)
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Image/GT DDFF DefocusNet Ours-FV Ours-DFV Uncer. Ours-FV/DFV

Figure 3. Qualitative results on FoD500 (first two rows) and DDFF-12 (last two rows). The first column shows the first image in the
input focal stack and the corresponding ground truth. The next 4 columns show depth (Row 1) and disparity (Row 3) predictions, and the
corresponding error maps (Rows 2 and 4). The last column shows the uncertainty maps of Ours-FV (Rows 1 and 3) and Ours-DFV (Rows
2 and 4). The warmer or brighter the color, the higher the value.

where M is the total number of pixels, and we set αs =
{ 8
15 ,

4
15 ,

2
15 ,

1
15} for all experiments.1

4. Experiments
We conduct comprehensive experiments to study the

model performance. First, we use two annotated datasets,
FoD500 [27] and DDFF-12 [13], for quantitative and quali-
tative comparison. Next, we conduct ablation studies on the
model’s sensitivity to the focal stack size and the multi-scale
architecture. Finally, we test the model generalizability on
an unlabeled dataset, Mobile depth [45].

4.1. Datasets

FoD500 [27] is a synthetic DFD dataset2, containing 400
training samples and 100 test samples. Every sample has
a 5-frame focal stack with known focal distances and a
ground truth depth map. The image resolution is 256×256.
As the dataset is originally designed for DFD, the focal dis-
tance range of a sample does not always cover its ground
truth depth range. We mask pixels whose depth values are
out of the focal distance range at both training and test time.
DDFF-12 [13] is a real-world DFF dataset captured by a
light-field camera from 12 different scenes. Six scenes,

1Code is available at https://github.com/fuy34/DFV
2https://github.com/dvl-tum/defocus-net

glassroom, kitchen, office41, seminaroom, socialcorner,
studentlab, are selected as the training set, each contain-
ing 100 samples. The other six scenes, cafeteria, library,
lockeroom, magistrale, office44, spencerlab, are chosen as
the test set with 20 samples per scene. Each sample con-
tains a 10-frame focal stack with known focal disparities
and a ground truth disparity map. The image resolution is
383×552. We further divide the original training set into
4 training scenes (kitchen, seminaroom, socialcorner, stu-
dentlab) and 2 validation scenes (glassroom, office41) by
random selection. Following [13], we evaluate the disparity
accuracy on this dataset.

Mobile depth [45] is a real-world DFF dataset captured by
a mobile phone. The dataset consists of 11 aligned focal
stacks and 2 unaligned stacks from 11 scenes. The image
resolution varies between 360 × 640 and 518 × 774, and
the number of frames ranges from 14 to 33 per stack. Nei-
ther ground truth depth nor the focal distance is provided.
As [45] only releases their results on the 11 aligned fo-
cal stacks and no code is available, we only evaluate our
method on the aligned scenes for qualitative comparison.

4.2. Comparison to the State-of-the-Art

To evaluate the model performance, we compare our
differential focus volume network, denoted as “Ours-
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Method MSE ↓ RMS↓ log RMS ↓ Abs. rel.↓ Sqr. rel.↓ δ ↑ δ2 ↑ δ3 ↑ Bump.↓ avgUnc.↓ Time(ms)↓
VDFF [29] 29.66e−2 5.05e−1 0.87 1.18 85.62e−2 17.92 32.66 50.31 1.12 – –
RDF [18] 11.15e−2 3.22e−1 0.71 0.46 23.95e−2 39.48 64.65 76.13 1.54 – –
DDFF [13] 3.34e−2 1.67e−1 0.27 0.17 3.56e−2 72.82 89.96 96.26 1.74 – 50.6
DefocusNet [27] 2.18e−2 1.34e−1 0.24 0.15 3.59e−2 81.14 93.31 96.62 2.52 – 24.7
Ours-FV 1.88e−2 1.25e−1 0.21 0.14 2.43e−2 81.16 94.97 98.08 1.45 0.24 18.1
Ours-DFV 2.05e−2 1.29e−1 0.21 0.13 2.39e−2 81.90 94.68 98.05 1.43 0.17 18.2

Table 1. Evaluation results on FoD500 test set.

Method MSE ↓ RMS↓ log RMS ↓ Abs. rel.↓ Sqr. rel.↓ δ ↑ δ2 ↑ δ3 ↑ Bump.↓ avgUnc.↓ Time(ms)↓
VDFF [29] 156.55e−4 12.14−2 0.98 1.38 241.2e−3 15.26 29.46 44.89 0.43 – –
RDF [18] 91.81e−4 9.41e−2 0.91 1.00 139.4e−3 15.65 33.08 47.48 1.33 – –
DDFF [13] 8.97e−4 2.76e−2 0.28 0.24 9.47e−3 61.26 88.70 96.49 0.52 – 191.7
DefocusNet [27] 8.61e−4 2.55e−2 0.23 0.17 6.00e−3 72.56 94.15 97.92 0.46 – 34.3
Ours-FV 6.49e−4 2.28e−2 0.23 0.18 7.10e−3 71.93 92.80 97.86 0.42 5.20e−2 33.2
Ours-DFV 5.70e−4 2.13e−2 0.21 0.17 6.26e−3 76.74 94.23 98.14 0.42 4.99e−2 33.3

Table 2. Evaluation results on DDFF-12 validation set.

DFV,” with five existing methods, VDFF [29], RDF [18],
DDFF [13], DefocusNet [27], and AiFDepthNet [47]. We
also compare to a variant of our method called “Ours-FV,”
which uses the deep focus volume as stated in Sec. 3.2.

VDFF and RDF are classic DFF methods. VDFF uses
a Laplacian focus measure and a variational framework to
generate smooth depth estimation. RDF uses the ring dif-
ference filter as the focus measure and aggregates the focus
volume with guided filter. We use the code provided by the
authors and run it on the test sets with default parameters.

DDFF and DefocusNet are two deep learning methods
for DFF and DFD, respectively. We train the models with
the original code from scratch in two different ways: (1)
train on the mixed dataset as our methods do, and (2) first
train on FoD500 dataset and then fine-tune it on DDFF-12
dataset as DefocusNet did. For both ways, we train it until
the validation loss converges and pick the one with better
performance on the DDFF-12 validation set for testing. As
our model learns to predict the best-focused probability in-
stead of the depth or disparity, in the mixed dataset training,
there is no need to unify the ground truth from disparity
to depth, or vice versa. But we find that, for DDFF and
DefocusNet, such a unification improves their performance.
Therefore, we convert the ground truth of the two datasets to
the methods’ original settings for training and convert their
predictions back for evaluation. That is, at training time, we
convert the ground truth disparity in DDFF-12 to depth for
DefocusNets and convert the ground truth depth in FoD500
to disparity for DDFF. As a result, DDFF favors the first
training approach, and DefocusNet prefers the second.

AiFDepthNet is a recent deep learning method trained on
a large amount of data, including DDFF-12, FoD500, Fly-
ingThings3D [28], and 4D Light Field [14]. The network
supervision can be either the ground truth depth or the cor-
responding all-in-focus image. Because it does not release

the training code, we cannot reproduce their results under
our experiment settings. Thus, we only include AiFDepth-
Net in the comparison on the DDFF-12 test set, where its re-
sults are directly copied from the AiFDepthNet paper [47].

For a fair comparison, all methods take five frames from
the input focal stack by random sampling at training time
and by equidistant sampling at test time. The frame with
the smallest or the largest focal distance/disparity will al-
ways be sampled at test time. We employ the same metrics
used in [13] and introduce a new metric called average un-
certainty (avgUnc.): 1

M

∑M
j=1 ϕj to compare the prediction

confidence of Ours-FV and Ours-DFV.

Result on FoD500. Table 1 presents the quantitative re-
sults on FoD500. Because of the limited sample frequency
(5 frame/stack), both classic methods fail to deliver com-
petitive results. In contrast, all deep methods work well.
Compared to DDFF and DefocusNet, our methods provide
more accurate and smooth results, which can also be seen
from the qualitative results in the first two rows in Figure 3.
Our methods better preserve the object boundaries, such as
the cog and the central hole of the left gear, and show more
smooth depth inference on the object surfaces. This obser-
vation verifies the power of the deep 4D FV. The effective-
ness of the DFV is not significant in terms of the accuracy
(first eight) and smoothness (Bump.) metrics, due to the
dataset simplicity. But the avgUnc. of Ours-DFV is lower
than Ours-FV, showing the higher confidence of Ours-DFV.

Result on DDFF-12. DDFF-12 is a more challenging
dataset because of the large textureless regions in real-world
scenarios. To reach high accuracy on this dataset, meth-
ods have to capture the weak defocus signal and utilize
the context information to make a reasonable estimation.
As DDFF-12 leaderboard only allows participants to sub-
mit their own methods, we first perform the comparison on
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Method MSE ↓ RMS↓ log RMS ↓ Abs. Rel.↓ Sqr. rel.↓ δ ↑ δ2 ↑ δ3 ↑ Bump.↓
DDFF [13] 9.68e−4 9.01e−2 0.32 0.29 0.01 61.95 85.14 92.98 0.59
AiFDepthNet [47] 8.6e−4 – 0.29 0.25 0.01 68.33 87.40 93.96 0.63
Ours-FV 6.54e−4 7.55e−2 0.25 0.20 0.01 68.58 91.26 97.36 0.58
Ours-DFV 5.58e−4 6.87e−2 0.23 0.19 0.01 74.26 92.38 97.39 0.57

Table 3. Evaluation results on DDFF-12 test set. All values are from DDFF-12 leaderboard except that AiFDepthNet’s results are from [47].

the validation set. Table 2 presents the quantitative results.
As with the FoD500 results, deep learning methods outper-
form the classic approaches with large margins. Both of
our methods consistently outperform the other deep learn-
ing methods. Thanks to the DFV module, Ours-DFV is able
to better identify the weak defocus signal, and is more ac-
curate and more confident than Ours-FV. For example, the
MSE of Ours-DFV is 36.4% lower than DDFF, 33.8% lower
than DefocusNet, and 12.2% lower than Ours-FV. The qual-
itative results are presented in the last two rows in Figure 3.
More examples are available in our supplementary mate-
rial. In the material, we also illustrate the focus probability
distribution of Ours-DFV, which empirically shows the net-
work does learn to locate the best-focused pixels.

Finally, we train Ours-FV and Ours-DFV models on the
training and validation sets with the same scheme and sub-
mit the test result to the leaderboard3. Table 3 shows the re-
sults, where all values are from the leaderboard, except the
one of AiFDepthNet is from their paper [47]. At the time of
submission, Ours-DFV ranks 1st on the leaderboard.
Runtime. We compare the running speed among the deep
learning methods. All models are tested with 5-frame focal
stack inputs on an NVIDIA 1080Ti GPU. The results are
shown in Table 1 and Table 2 with unit ms. Our methods
are slightly faster than the DefocusNet and about three to
six times faster than DDFF. In addition, Ours-FV and Ours-
DFV have almost the same running time (±0.1ms), which
shows the efficiency of the DFV module.

4.3. Ablation Study

Focal Stack Size. In DFF, the input focal stack size is a
key variable to the method performance. We evaluate our
model’s sensitivity to the stack size by training Ours-DFV
with different sizes, N = 2, . . . , 10, on DDFF-12 training
set with the same training scheme and testing on the vali-
dation set. We exclude FoD500 in the experiment, because
its focal stacks only contain 5 frames. Figure 4 shows the
MSE and avgUnc. changes w.r.t. the input frame num-
ber. The full metrics table is available in the supplemen-
tary material. We can see the model starts to deliver fairly
accurate results in terms of MSE with only 3 frames/stack.
The avgUnc. keeps decreasing with increasing stack size,
showing the model’s growing confidence with more input

3https://competitions.codalab.org/competitions/
17807#results

Method MSE ↓ RMS↓ Abs.rel.↓ Time(ms) ↓
DFV-L1 6.65e−4 2.30e−2 0.18 24.1
DFV-L2 6.16e−4 2.20e−2 0.17 28.0
DFV-L3 5.94e−4 2.16e−2 0.17 30.9
Ours-DFV 5.70e−4 2.13e−2 0.17 33.3

Table 4. Performance of different multi-scale variants.

frames. However, we notice that the impact of additional
frames is diminishing as the frame number increases. The
authors of [13] also report that their network performance
on DDFF-12 dataset stops improving after the frame num-
ber reaches 10 (which is the stack size they finally released
to the public). Further studies with a new dataset containing
more frames per stack are needed to find the actual reason.
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Figure 4. Model performance w.r.t. focal stack sizes.

Multi-scale Architecture. Our network uses a multi-scale
architecture, and deep supervision (Eq. 4) is applied at train-
ing time. To investigate the impact of this design, we train
three variants of Ours-DFV model named DFV-Lk, where
k = 1, 2, 3. In each variant, we only use the k largest scale
DFVs and remove the rest DFVs and the associated 3D
CNN modules from the network. For example, for DFV-
L2, only the 2 largest-scale DFVs ( 14 and 1

8 ) and their asso-
ciated 3D CNN modules are used. The training scheme is
the same as Ours-DFV. The evaluation results on the DDFF-
12 validation set are shown in Table 4. The depth accuracy
increases as more DFV modules are used, verifying the ef-
fectiveness of the multi-scale design. Compared with Ta-
ble 2, even with a single DFV module (DFV-L1), the model
still outperforms existing DFF and DFD methods by large
margins. This demonstrates the effectiveness of DFV.
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Figure 5. Qualitative results on Mobile depth dataset. The warmer the color, the larger the depth value.

4.4. Generalization to Unknown Scenes

Model generalizability to unknown scenes is important
for deep DFF methods. To evaluate our model’s generaliz-
ability, we directly test the pre-trained DDFF [13], Defocus-
Net [27], Ours-FV, and Ours-DFV models, from Sec. 4.2,
on the Moblie depth dataset, and compare them with Mo-
bileDFF [45] and AiFDepthNet [47]. MobileDFF is a tra-
ditional method that combines the merits of DFF and DFD.
The results are directly from the authors. For AiFDepth-
Net, as the authors only release their pre-trained models,
we apply their depth supervised Mobile depth model for the
experiment. Because of the lack of ground truth depth, we
normalize all the results and compare them visually.

Part of the results are shown in Figure 5, and the rest
are available in the supplementary material. All the deep
methods provide reasonable depth estimation. Compared to
the other deep methods, Ours-DFV better preserves object
boundaries, e.g., the front bottle in the first row and the ball
in the second row. Ours-DFV is also less sensitive to back-
ground patterns, such as the tile in the first row. However,
all methods (except DDFF) are sensitive to mirror reflection
(the screen in the third row). One possible reason is that the
effective distance between the camera and the object shown
on the screen is equal to the sum of the distance between the
camera and the screen and the distance between the screen
and the object. The CoC becomes larger, so all five meth-
ods infer it as an object at a farther distance. The DDFF
network is adopted from the general dense prediction task,

which may focus more on the context information, and thus
gives a better estimation in such a region.

Among all the methods, MobileDFF appears to recover
the most details. This is partially because MobileDFF takes
the whole focal stack (ranging from 14 to 33 frame/scene)
as input, whereas the deep models (including ours) only use
5 frames. Besides, MobileDFF is an optimization method
which takes several minutes to process one scene [45].
Meanwhile, our methods run in tens of milliseconds.

5. Conclusion

In this work, we developed a novel CNN architecture for
the DFF task. To some extent, our network design is anal-
ogous to traditional DFF methods and recent deep stereo
matching methods. The proposed deep differential focus
volume module is able to combine both the focus and the
context information for focus estimation. Experiments on
various datasets demonstrated the superior performance of
our models in terms of accuracy, efficiency, and general-
izability. Currently, our models can only work on well-
aligned focal stacks in static scenes. In the future, it is
interesting to explore specific data augmentation methods
for imperfectly aligned stacks. We also plan to integrate the
optical flow [45] or homography [18] alignment mechanism
into the model and extend it to dynamic environments.
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